ENGINEERING SUPPORT FROM PRINTS TO PARTS
BACKED BY NATIONWIDE IN-FIELD TECHNICAL SUPPORT

HUGE SELECTION

MASTER DISTRIBUTOR
Get high quality parts in low minimums at competitive prices to help you maximize profit without carrying inventory

ENGINEERING ASSISTANCE
• Custom Quoting
• Manufacturing
• Sourcing
• Packaging
• GS1 Barcoding
• Marking / Labeling
• Assortments / Kitting
• Quality Assurance
• EDI

EASY ONLINE ORDERING

SECONDARY OPERATIONS

ORDER TRACKING

FREE CERTIFICATIONS*

SHORT RUNS WELCOME!

FASTENERS • GREASE FITTINGS • ENGINEERED FASTENERS
RAW MATERIALS • LIFTING HARDWARE

LOOKING FOR A CUSTOM SOLUTION?
Contact your G.L. Huyett Sales Representative today at huyett.com/SalesTeam

sales@huyett.com 785-392-3017 ISO 9001:2015 Certified

LOW MINIMUMS • GREAT PRICES • EASY ORDERING

HUYETT.COM Get 5% Off Web Orders Over $100*

* Some Exclusions Apply
A CUSTOM CHALLENGE:
A medical supply company challenged us to assist them in creating a small quantity of locking mechanisms that would allow a threaded ring pull pin to be locked in an open or closed position.

WITH A CUSTOM SOLUTION:
G.L. Huyett’s sales, engineering, and manufacturing teams worked with our customer to develop a corrosion resistant, cost-effective, custom manufactured, hex-shaped collar that could be quickly added to or removed from the original ring pull pin and securely locked in position with a set screw.

OTHER CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS:

VISIT HUYETT.COM TO DISCOVER WHAT WE CAN DO FOR YOU!

MANUFACTURING CAPABILITIES

- Centerless Grinding
- Surface Grinding
- Milling
- Turning
- Forming
- Laser Cutting
- Marking
- Stamping
- Wire Forming
- Tumbling
- Drilling
- Sawing

GET LIFTING HARDWARE SPECIALS IN 5 BUSINESS DAYS!